OpenWHO.org COVID-19 course catalogue

*Please note:* Additional languages can be accessed from the English course pages as they become available. Courses on all other topics are listed in OpenWHO’s general course catalogue. Contact outbreak.training@who.int with any inquiries.

### Clinical Management channel

1. **Clinical management of patients with COVID-19: Investigation and care for mild, moderate and severe disease**
   
   Additional languages: NE; HI; MAI

2. **Clinical management of patients with COVID-19 - Rehabilitation of patients with COVID-19**
   
   Additional languages: FR; RU; ZH; MK; SQ

3. **Clinical management of patients with COVID-19: Initial approach to the acutely ill patient**
   
   Additional languages: SQ; ES

4. **Clinical management of patients with COVID-19: General considerations**
   
   Additional languages: MK; SQ; ID; NL

5. **WHO Clinical Care Severe Acute Respiratory Infection Training**
   
   Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ID; MK; VI; TET; SI; KK
6. **SARS-CoV-2 antigen rapid diagnostic testing**

7. **SocialNet: Social and behavioural insights COVID-19 data collection tool for Africa**

8. **COVID-19 infodemic management: risk communication and community engagement challenges**

9. **COVID-19 and work: Staying healthy and safe at work during the COVID-19 pandemic**

    
    *Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT*

11. **Occupational health and safety for health workers in the context of COVID-19**
    
    *Additional languages: ES; PT; MK; SW; ID; NL*
*Additional languages: FR*

13. **Severe Acute Respiratory Infection (SARI) Treatment Facility Design**
*Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; IT; ID; VI; TET*

*Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; ID; KK*

15. **Introduction to COVID-19: methods for detection, prevention, response and control**
*Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; ID; MK; VI; BN; SI; SR; TR; FA; SO; HI; Indian; Sign; HU; UR; SW; AM; OR; HA; TET; DE; YO; IG; PA; ZU; OM; PRS; KU; PS; MR; FF; LV; TE; EO; HT; SN; TA; KK; EL*

16. **ePROTECT Respiratory Infections**
*Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; ID; MK; VI; TET; BN; SQ; PL; SI; TH; TA; KK*

**COVID-19 Vaccines channel**

17. **Learning how to use the COVID-19 Vaccine Introduction and deployment Costing (CVIC) tool**
18. COVID-19 vaccine-specific resources
Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH

19. Orientation to national deployment and vaccination planning for COVID-19 vaccines
Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; MK; VI

20. COVID-19 vaccination training for health workers
Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; ID; MK; VI; NL; KK

Go.Data channel

21. Introduction to Go.Data – Field data collection, chains of transmission and contact follow-up
Additional languages: ES; MN

Infection Prevention and Control channel

22. Prevention, identification and management of infections in health workers in the context of COVID-19
   Additional languages: MK; SQ

24. Long-term care facilities in the context of COVID-19
   Additional languages: FR; RU; NL; MK; ID; SI

25. Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) for COVID-19 Virus
   Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; ID; MK; VI; TET; BN; PL; SI; TH; JA; IT; SR; TR; NL; FA; SO; TA; KK

26. Standard precautions: Hand hygiene
   Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; MK; SQ; SI; TR; NL; SO; TA; TET; KK

27. COVID-19: How to put on and remove personal protective equipment (PPE)
   Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; RU; PT; ZH; MK; TET; SQ; SI; TH; TR; NL; SO; TA; KK

28. Standard precautions: Environmental cleaning and disinfection
   Additional languages: ID; TET; NL

29. Decontamination and sterilization of medical devices
30. **Standard precautions: Waste management**  
   Additional languages: **TET; RU; NL**

31. **Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) core components and multimodal strategies**  
   Additional languages: **RU**

32. **Standard precautions: Injection safety and needle-stick injury management**  
   Additional languages: **TET; NL**

33. **Basic microbiology**

34. **Leadership and programme management in Infection Prevention and Control (IPC)**  
   Additional languages: **FR; SQ; AZ**

35. **Transmission-based Precautions**
Neglected Tropical Diseases channel

   Additional languages: AR; ES; FR; PT

Preparing for Pandemics channel

37. WHO EMRO/UNSSC Leadership Programme on Epidemic and Pandemic Preparedness and Response - COVID-19 Pandemic Cohort

Ready for Response channel

38. The Public Health Emergency Operations Centre (PHEOC)
   Additional languages: FR; RU; LO; MK

Universal Health Coverage channel

   Additional languages: AR